(founded in 1994) and Journal of Contemporary History (begun 1966) have played a seminal role in providing art historians, literary critics, and historians with a forum in which to examine the specifically modernist dimension of fascism's cultural politics. In short, we now recognize that many of the paradigms that spawned the development of modernist aesthetics were also integral to the emergence of fascism, and that the internalization of these paradigms as operative assumptions was a stimulus for alliances between modernists and antiEnlightenment ideologues throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Common denominators uniting modernist aesthetics and fascism include concepts of cultural, political, and biological regeneration; the use of avant-garde techniques, such as montage; notions of "secular religion"; primitivism; and anticapitalist theories of space and time. I will treat these five themes separately, considering the implications of each paradigm for the study of modern art and architecture while recognizing their synergetic confluence within the matrix of fascism's cultural politics. The principal framework in which I will situate fascist modernism will be the definition of generic fascism outlined by Roger Griffin in his book The Nature of Fascism (1991).18 In that volume Griffin developed a heuristic model for the study of fascism's internal workings; scholars have found this approach compelling because it lends coherence to the vast and disparate writings on fascism and has proven to be constructive in subsequent evaluations of fascist aesthetics. As I will explain, the above categories gain conceptual consistency when analyzed from the perspective of Griffin's definition of fascism as "a genus of political ideology whose mythic core in its various permutations is a palingenetic form of populist ultranationalism."19 I will begin by considering Griffin's definition of myth before exploring the ramification of "palingenesis" (meaning rebirth) for the first of our categories: that of regeneration. Regeneration According to Griffin, the mythic core of fascism was that of national palingenesis. "Etymologically," states Griffin, "the term 'palingenesis,' deriving from palin (again, anew) and genesis (creation, birth), refers to the sense of a new start or of a regeneration after a phase of crisis or decline which can be associated just as much with mystical (for example the Second Coming) as secular realities (for example the New Germany)."28 Notable here is the Janus-faced nature of fascism's regenerative nationalism: to reinvigorate the body politic, fascists looked beyond a decadent present to past eras, but they did not advocate a nostalgic return to, say, the era of Imperial Rome. Instead, they sought to incorporate qualities associated with past eras into the creation of a radically new society, fully integrated with twentieth-century industrialism and technology. In Sorelian fashion, selective moments from a nation's historical past were utilized for their mythic appeal as a catalyst for the radical transformation of present society. Griffin has underscored this point in a critique of the exhibition catalogue The Romantic Spirit in German Art, 1790-1990, which characterized Nazi art and art policy as profoundly antimodern while claiming that works such as Oskar MartinAmorbach's The Sower, 1937 (Fig. 1) , were indicative, in both style and content, of the reactionary and restorationist outlook of a regime harking back to an agrarian, medieval past. 29 Griffin notes that the role of the past in Nazi ideology was rather to supply values that would facilitate the nation's rebirth, pointing out that "the Nazis no more wanted to return Germany to the period of the Volkswanderungen (tribal migrations) or the Holy Roman Empire than the [Italian] fascists wanted to return literally to the age of the Romans or the Renaissance."30 Instead, fascists selectively plundered their historical past for moments reflective of the values they wished to inculcate for their radical transformation of national consciousness and public institutions. Thus, MartinAmorbach's pictorial ode to Germany's preindustrial rural peasantry, executed in a style reminiscent of northern Renaissance "primitives," referred metaphorically to the organic, corporative, and racial order the Nazis would impose on all aspects of the German economy, including the agrar-1 Oskar Martin-Amorbach, The Sower, 1937. Peissenberg, Ernst Reinhold/ Artothek ian, the governmental, and the industrial. The decidedly modern function of this mythic Sower is affirmed by its original placement in the Beyreuth House of German Education, where it was meant to encourage teachers to "sow" National Socialist values among the German youth.31 Nazi imagery used the countryside as "the focus for the palingenetic myth of renewal and sustenance, not for a retreat from the twentieth century." Similarly, the Nazi celebration of Athenian society and Greek sculpture as an aesthetic ideal was wed to the modern pseudoscience of eugenics; the sculpture of Classical Greece functioned as a mythic prototype for the fascist "new man" who was destined to inhabit an industrialized Third Reich, devoid of "degenerate" races. Sironi played a seminal role in the development of fascist aesthetics but also due to the theoretical sophistication Braun brings to her analysis of fascism's cultural politics. She frames Sironi's production in terms of Emilio Gentile's and Roger Griffin's concept of fascism, noting that the palingenetic nature of the myth allowed fascists to disavow "the modernity of enlightenment reason for another modernity of activism, instinct and irrationalism."43 Since fascist politics were premised on mythmaking, artists had an important role to play in the development of myths capable of sustaining a revolutionary spirit once the fascists gained power. The myth Sironi fabricated for the masses focused on the primacy of the Italian people. As Braun states, "it was the projection of a future destiny grounded in a remote past that defined the temporal dynamic and political modernism of fascism: the power of its myth lay precisely in an imaginary national essence of origins to be recovered and created anew."44 Since Sironi associated naturalist verisimilitude and didactic imagery with an appeal to reason and conscious reflection, he rejected such stylistic features, relying instead on pictorial fragmentation and disjunction, expressive brushstroke, and figural deformation to operate subliminally to inspire an emotional rather than a purely cognitive reaction to his art. Space and time were now socially constructed as quantifiable commodities to be bought and sold. As social structures they were wholly absorbed into the homogenizing powers of money and commodity exchange."l7 Both our subjective, felt experience of time and our historical identification with a particular locale were rendered irrelevant under the cultural logic of capitalism.
Myth
Since space and time had a quantifiable and normative value, each parcel of land was like any other, and each measured hour was interchangeable with the next. The realm of industrial production became subject to similar quantification with the fin-de-siecle system of factory organization known as Taylorism, widely disseminated in Europe and the United States. Named after the American efficiency expert Frederick Winslow Taylor (1856-1915), Taylorism maximized the ratio of output to input by devising wage scales based on piecework. Proponents of scientific management not only fragmented the production process into a separate series of repetitive tasks, they also analyzed worker movements by means of chronophotography, thereby measuring the speed of human labor against the stopwatch in order to eliminate all extraneous movements in the name of labor efficiency. As Marxist Georg Lukacs cogently observed, this fragmentation of production destroyed "the organic manufacture of whole objects" and, at the same time, the "subjects of labour" were likewise "rationally fragmented." In effect, modern industrialism simultaneously declared "war on the organic manufacturer of whole products" and robbed workers of their own "qualitative" craft skills by reducing their labor to simple repetitive tasks and preventing them from (Fig. 4) to the open loggia of rural farmhouses in Italy (Fig. 8) (Fig. 10) .150 The Work Front recruits form an unbroken (and seemingly unending) column; armed with shovels rather than rifles, they ascend heavenward as a pictorial metaphor for their "sacred" effort to create "the eternal Germany." These "work soldiers" are completely absorbed in an epic and spiritual struggle for redemption, and their actions will transcend their own life span to play a role in the salvation of the German race. As Michaud cogently argues, by converting the worker into a heroic type and monumentalizing the scale of their sculptures, Nazi artists Fritz Koelle and Josef Thorak effaced the individuality of the laborer in order to glorify the epic significance of "Work" itself (Fig. 11) 
